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!"# + $%%"&' + [locat. verb](
!"# + )* + [locat. verb](
!"# + [locat. prep] + [locat. verb](
`somewhere/anywhere’(
!"# + [locative verb](
!"# + [locat. adv] + [locat. verb](
‘somewhere/anywhere(
+, !"# + [locat. verb](
generalizing (locative)!
!
+, !"# + -'. [locat. verb !
(
(indic./ opt. iter.)](
+, !"# + [to see](
+, !"# + [to be/locat. verb] + 
[locat. prep.] (
+, !"# + [to be] + )* (






!"# -'. + [to see] !
 (
!
  Used in sentences which describe repetitive or commonly occurring situations of which the exact details do not matter. !






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!"# + $%%"&' + [locat. verb](
!"# + )* + [locat. verb](
!"# + [locat. prep] + [locat. verb](
`somewhere/anywhere’(
!"# + [locative verb](
!"# + [locat. adv] + [locat. verb](
‘somewhere/anywhere(
+, !"# + [locat. verb](
generalizing (locative)!
!
+, !"# + -'. [locat. verb !
(
(indic./ opt. iter.)](
+, !"# + [to see](
+, !"# + [to be/locat. verb] + 
[locat. prep.] (
+, !"# + [to be] + )* (
!"# -'. + [locat. verb](
generalizing (locative)!
!
/ !"#... /...  + [locat. verb](
generalizing (locative)!
!






!"# -'. + [to see] !
 (
/ !"#... /...  + [to see] (
/ !"#... /...  + [locat. verb] (
+ [locat. prep] (
/ !"#... /... + [locat. adv.] + 
[locat. verb] (
!
  Used in sentences which describe repetitive or commonly occurring situations of which the exact details do not matter. !
01 !"# + [locat. verb](
generalizing (locative)!
!
01 !"# + [locat. adv.] +
[locat. verb](
01 !"# + [locat. verb] +
[locat. prep](
01 !"# + -'. +(
[locat. verb] !
(
01 !"# + [to see](




used to mark that the content of the clause is –according to the speaker- already 
accessible to the addressee!
!
!Frequently used in truisms or propositions containing generally known information, such as the meaning of words, myths, generally held beliefs, religious assumptions or proverbs.!
"
  
!Frequently used to express that the opposite (i.e. the non-negated version of the statement) would be ridiculous because it would go against all  reason or shared values in Greek society.!
#
!Frequently used in answers to obvious questions or in reaction to a truism. !
$
  
!Frequently used to mark a repetition of what has been said earlier or a (recent) historical fact/quote.!
!
  
!Used in a fortiori arguments.!
"
  
!Used in inferences on the basis of recently received new information.!
#
  
!Frequently used in arguments.!
$
  
!Frequently used in fearful or incredulous questions.!
%
 
!Frequently used in inferences.!
%& '()… + * !"#$
for if X then 
certainly Y !$
[condition] + * !"#$
if X then certainly Y
!$
%& … + * !"# $
if X then 
certainly Y
!$
+!"# '() ... * !"#$




when X then 
certainly Y
!$
./0-"1 %& + * !"#$
N.B. if X then 
certainly Y
!$
+!"# ... * !"# $
when X then 
certainly Y
!$
%& ...* !"# 2345)/$
if X then certainly 
much more Y$
+!"# ... * !"# 2345)/$
when X then certainly 
much more Y
!$
,2-16 ... * !"#$




N.B. when X then 
certainly Y
!$
,2-16 '() ... * !"#$
for whoever X then 
certainly Y !$
* !"# $
Inference on the basis of recently received information which is accessible to the addressee "$
* !"#  "$
Inference on the 









Propositional content is evident 









Propositional content is already 
accessible to the addressee$




Argument or explanation by means of 
a statement which is accessible to the 
addressee.$
'() 57 !"# #$
Argument or explanation by means 
of an evident statement which is 
accessible to the addressee. $
57 !"# + verbs of knowing !
#$
The facts/shared moral values 
presented by the complement of the 
verb of knowing are presented as 
evident and already accessible.$
!"# + verbs of knowing !
#$
The facts/shared moral values in 
the complement of the verb of 
knowing are presented as already 
accessible. $
57 !"# + verbs of saying $$
The complement of the verb of saying  
is presented as evident and already 
accessible. $
:; '() 57 !"# "
#$
Argument or explanation by means 
of a negated evident statement 
which is accessible to the addressee. $ :; '() !"# "
#$
Argument or explanation by means of 
a negated statement which is 
accessible to the addressee.$
!"# + verbs of saying $$
The complement of the verb of saying  
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Sent1 
Sent2 
Sent3 
Sent4 
Sent5 
Sent6 
Sent7 
Sent8 
Sent9 
Sent10 
Sent11 
Sent12 
Sent13 
Sent14 
Chi-square 
60,500 a 
45,500 a 
65,333 b 
29,556 c 
83,444 c 
8,444 d 
18,500 a 
92,714 e 
18,600 f 
22,167 a 
34,000 d 
31,778 d 
19,333 d 
47,611 c 
df 
2 
2 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
5 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
Asymp. Sig. 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,038 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
! 
Sent15 
Sent16 
Sent17 
Sent18 
Sent19 
Sent20 
Sent21 
Sent22 
Sent23 
Sent24 
Sent25 
Sent26 
Sent27 
Sent28 
Chi-square 
27,333 c 
36,500 a 
32,111 g 
40,667 a 
30,444 d 
60,500 a 
59,333 d 
45,944 c 
33,444 c 
30,444 d 
33,333 b 
21,556 d 
14,444 d 
2,167 a 
df 
4 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3 
5 
3 
3 
2 
Asymp. Sig. 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,002 
,338 
!!  
Sent29 
Sent30 
Sent31 
Sent32 
Sent33 
Sent34 
Sent35 
Sent36 
Sent37 
Sent38 
Sent39 
Sent40 
Sent41 
Sent42 
Sent43 
Chi-square 
50,667 d 
23,778 d 
12,667 d 
100,111 h 
25,556 d 
19,222 h 
46,778 c 
20,944 c 
16,222 d 
28,667 d 
28,167 a 
40,667 a 
32,111 g 
81,000 b 
72,000 d 
df 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
5 
3 
Asymp. Sig. 
,000 
,000 
,005 
,000 
,000 
,004 
,000 
,000 
,001 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,000 

































